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Abstract 

This article explores the role of surface ambiguitie~ in rererring expressions, and how the risk of 
such ambiguities should be taken into account by an algorithm tbat generates referring expressions, if 
these expressions are to be optimally effective for a hearer. We focu~ on the ambiguities that arise 
when adjectives occur in coordinated structures. The central idea is to use statistical information 
abou l [exical co-occurrence to estimate which interpretation of a phrase is most like Iy for human 
readers, and to avoid generating phrases where misunderstandings are likely. Various aspects of the 
problem were explored in three experiments in which response~ by human participants provided 
evidence about which reading was most likely for certain phrases, which phrases were deemed most 
suitable for particular referents, and the speed at which various phrases were read. We found a prefer
ence for' 'clear" expressions to "unclear" ones, but if several of the expressions are' 'clear," then 
brief expressions are preferred over non-brief ones even though the brief ones are syntacLically 
ambiguous and the non-brief ones are not; the notion of clarity was made precise using Kilgarriffs 
Word Sketches. We outline an implemented algorithm that generates noun phrases confolluing Lo 
our hypotheses. 
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1. Introduction 

When designing a computer system thai can produce written text in nalural language 
(e.g., English) from some underlying non-linguistic representation of informalion (Reiter 
& Dale, 2000), an important component is the Generation of Referring Expressions (GRE). 
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